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shifted some of the balls from the ''· No '' to the '' Aye '' part of the 
box .. ' He chirruped a reminiscent chuckle~ ' Yes, I cheated Mummery 
into th.e club.~ · : 

Remembering the con,troversy regarding Almer's Jump on Les 
Ecrins,. we hesitate to impugn the veracity of the sage of Grii).delwald. 
But, apart from the improbability of the story, 1t may be pointed out 

. that Coolidge was not present at the Committee Meeting which pre
ceded Mumme~y's election by four days, nor at the Annual Dinner 
which occurred on the day following the election, and further that,, 
although .as Editor of the ALPINE JOURNAL he was for many years an 
ex~ra member of Committee,. his attendances were exceedingly rare. 
Perhaps later some earnest seeker after truth may be able, by examina
tion of the· Coolidge papers in the S.A. C. archives, to clear ~he sag~'s · 
character. · 

" 

A ·MEMORIAL CAIRN. Our readers will recall Mr. Peter Lloyd's 
article ' On Cairns," which was published in A~J. 53· 357 sqq. The 

·following extract from Mountaz"n Jubilee·~· by Mr. Arl).old Lunn, 
page ·178, gives an interesting parallel : · 

• 

When I crossed the J och Pass in summer many years ago, there 
was -~ vast mound called Pfaffenha.ufen or ' Parson's Heap ' which owes 
its name to the following leg~nd. In the seventeenth century the.Abbo~ 
o£ the Benedictine monastery in Engelberg was a man of great physical 
strength, a ban viveur who appreciated a pretty girl and a glass of wine 
and enj.oyed a mild gamble at cards. o ·ne day the Abbot wagered ·a 
friend that he would carry a load of zoo kilos up the J och Pass, across 
which there was a busy traffic between the monastery and Meiringen . . 
Jus:t below·. the pass the Abbot drank from a cold stream, and died im
mediately as .the t:esult of heart failure. The monks deemed his sudden · 
death to be a clear proof of God's ~nger and they buried him wh.ere 
he died, pilin~ a huge mound above his remains. And thenceforward 
the peasants as they passed his ·grave thre'Y a stone on the mound in 
order t~ ward off the e_vil spirit of the Abbot. And to this genial habit 
th~ .mound owed its huge size. In 1925 the grave was excavated and 
the skeleton 6f a man, who clearly possessed great strength, was 
unearthed. ·It only remains to add <that there are no records in the 
archives of the· monastery to confirm this entertaining story. 

REVIEWS 

The. American Alpine Club's HandboQk of American Mountaineering. By 
Kenneth A. Henderson. Pp. 239, illustrations : 7! X 4i· Hough ton 

· Miffi.in Company, Boston, U .S.A.; 1-942. . 
THIS excellent book, wr~tten under the auspic"s of the American Alpine 
Club, is' highly comprehensive in scope, though somewhat superficial 
in detail. It is concentrated~ for within the space of little more than 
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two hundred pages all aspects of mountaineering are covered. The . 
treatment is essentially modern and a considerable amount of material . 
is included, such as the construction of snow shelters, sledging. and 
horse packing, which is not available in any other book on moun
tai.neering. There are also some useful notes on the mountains of the 
Western Hemisphere. The generallayout·is excellent, but all moun
taineers will not agree with certain points of d~tail. In ,the chapter on . 
' Rock Terrain,' .for instance, too much emphasis is surely laid on the 
use of the arms for lifting the body, instead of relying en balance by · 
accurate footwork and the retention of the arms in reserve for use as a 

. . 
last resort. No mention is made of the use of slings and Karab£ner both 
for belaying and for roping down.. The dia.gra.ms of knots are excellent, 
though the overhand loop is unfortunately shown tied · 'll!ith the lay. 
T .here are very good diagrams of the use of pitons in the ascent of cliffs 
unscaleable by normal methods, though many climbers still feel that 
their use for this purpose savours more . of engineering than moun-
taineeri~g. . . . 

'Ice and Snow Terrain' is a good chapter on -the whole, though it 
is difficult to understand why the zigzag method of step-cutting in. ice 

· is preferred to the direct method, which saves s·a much time and labour 
al).d enables the leader to safeguard those below. Th~. methods of be
laying· in s·now and ice are very good. An unfortunate mistake occurs 
on p. 62 where wind slab and wind crust are classified as the same 
form of snow. · . . · · · . 

In ' Dangers and Rescues ' the methods of extricating. a man from 
a crevasse are well shown, but it is a pity that no mention is made of 
the simple foot loop tied at the end of the rope and tucked into the 
waist loop. In the event of a break through this loop can be instantly 
released 3:nd all the weight taken on the foot, thereby ·releasing the 
strain on the chest.1 

• 

' Camping' gives some good illustrations of snow shelters, the con-
struction of which should be studied by all mountaineers. Few 
climbers realise how easy it is to make a snow hole and what excellent 
protection _it affords from the fury of a mountain blizzard. 

'·Equipment ' is well and comprehensively treated, as is also ' Per~ 
sonal Hygiene~' · The chapter on 'Map Reading and the use of the 
Compass ·' also contains much valuable -information· and is clearly and 
simply expressed. It is one of the best chap~ers in the book. . 

' Mountain Weather' is rather disappointing, as it consists mainly 
of definitions and does not give much aid in practical weather fore
casting. It is felt that some notes might have been included on how 
observation of cloud types arid their direction ·of movement, coupled 
with the direction of the wind and the state -of the barometer, can help 
the climber to forecast daily weather changes. . 

In conclusion it can safely be said. that this book is a: valuable con
tribution to mountaineering generally. Both experienced climbers 
and novices will derive considerable benefit from its study. 

. T. A. H. PEACOCKE. 
1 SeeA.']. 51. 335· • 
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. 
Mountain Jubilee. By Arnold Lunn. Pp. ix, 304, with 17 fuH page illustratio,ns. 

Eyre ~ Spottiswoode~ London, 1943. Price, 15s. · 
. 

THIS book covers a wide field both in space and time, from the Alps 
to North and South America, in season a~d out of season, including 
most of the years between the two world wars. While the greater part 
of the book deals with ski-ing, especially with its development from a 
short winter season to .the days of international competitions, there 
are also, alas too few, descriptions of summer .climbs in which it is 
apparent that~he author's passion for mountains was born before _ he 
devoted hi$ main activity to the promotion of ski-ing. Thus, we are 
kept in touch with mountain life through every month of the year, and · 
some of the . bes.t passages in this book treat of the transition from 
spring to summer . . ' It is in March,' he writes,' that winter relents and 
sound returns with colour to the mountain world. As the days lengthen 
the sun begins to thaw the frozen music of streams long muted by the 
frost. And then one morning one awakens to hear through the open 
windows a sound for which one has waiteq through the long months 
of silence, a fugitive tune borne upwards from the valley far below on 
the wings of hope, the opening bars of the river valley in the first 
movement of the Spring SY-mphony.' . 

Many such passages could be quoted : glimpses of a world little 
known to most mountain travellers, bringing a sense of continuity in a 
constant change of season and rekindling the desire of all to sing what 
Mr. Lunn calls ' the litany of lovely nam~s, Calais Delle Berne:
Spiez Interlaken.' In the Y osemite valley, among the South American 
Andes, even in the ruins .of bombed cities, his thoughts turn to the 
great · wall of peaks looking down on Grindelwald and Lauterbrunnen, 
and their names are the recurrent leit motif .of his chapters. 
· These pages are not the place to review the ·development of ski-ing 
and the great impetus towards improved technique which came from 
the spread of downhill racing ; nor need we analyse whether good or 
evil came to this sport from the institution of proficiency badges and 
international contests. Mr. Lunn is the first to recognise and to 
lament the passing of those days when men s~ied for fun, before parades 
and flags and official banquets brought the virus of supernationalism 
into a noble recreation. Nor does he repudiate his own part in this 
development, the· full influence of which few could have foreseen. 
Looking back upon early years, when mountain travel had not taken 
second place to racing, he records a conversation with a young Nor- · 
wegian : ' Do you know the man in all the world who has done most 
harm to ski-ing? ' asked the Norw~gian. ' I will tell you Arnold 
Lunn.' To which Mr. Lunn characteristically adds, ' I am inclined to 
think that he was right.' It is only when our author has left the inter
national field, and forgetting badges and banquets, wanders for a few 
days with friends across the mountains, that we can see how deep is 
his love for a world of which · only the ski-runner at leisure can relish 

. the full beauty. 
The coherence of the book suffers somewhat from the fact that 
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several of the chapters were written many years before publication, 
and at times Mr . . Lunn strikes an impish note which jars on the reader. · 
In ascending the Gletscherhorn, for instance, one resents t~e presence 
of that heathen image Bimbo while our author watches the stars on 
their way. This night bivouac shows us Mr. Lunn at his best : ' By 
day the. mountains shrink from the pitiless inquisition of the sun. 
Their underlying unity ·is lost in a myriad details of rocky rib and ice 
slope and snowy ·crest. At night they recapture their souls. They 
impress you with a sense of massive strength, of strengtli which conceals 
reser:ves of personality. The misty crests, the gleam of ice pinnacles 
are the focus of unseen influences. The vast shadowed mountainscape 
seems.curiously alive. And the stars ! .No man can begin to understand 
the glory of the firmament if he is content with a few casual skyward 
glances on a fine n~ght, glance.~ which suggest the illusion of unmoving 
stars permanently pricked into a velvet background. Only those who 
have watched the stars hour by hour can begin to understand the 

. beauty of the heavens, a beauty which is dynamic in its suggestion of 
controlled and rhythmic motion.' It is distressing to turn from such 
thoughts to find ' an indignant black shape against a white background.' 

Mr. LJ.Inn has been reasonably fortunate in his proof read~rs, though 
tvyo famous Latin quotation·s appear in . a b9wdlerised version. The 
illustrations are well chosen and reproduced, · even if the localities are 
rarely indicated. Our Club figures not infrequently, and due honour 
is paid to t?e in~piring influence of Leslje Stephen. Attention ~s called 

, elsewhere tn thts number to the story of Mummery's election and 
Coolidge's reputed intervention. On page 201, Mr. LYnn suggests 
that, in electing Coolidge an Honorary Member of our Club, the 
Committee in effect took the side of Coolidge in his controversy with 
Whymper. Coolidge's election, howeve~, only took place some five 
years. after the echoes of the controversy had died away, by which time 
the composition of the Committee had been radically changed ; and 
further, his resignation from ordinary membership occurred, not 
through the Almer controversy, but through difficulties connected 
with the reissue of. Ball's Alpine Guide... · 

Fortunately, Mr. Lunn does not linger over Alpine polemics which, 
as Dr. Kugy wisely said, make sorry reading in after years. If he can no 
longer approach mountains with youthful vigour, at least· he writes 
fully and with appreciation of the enterprise of a. new gene~ation, and 
watches with growing apprehension how on the Continent politics 
have invaded sport. l\1ountaineering has on the whole been more 
successful than ski-ing in ~ts resistance to such an invasion. This is not 
due merely to longer years of tradition : it rests largely on our literary· 
inheritance. Look to the narratives of early mountaineers, and you 
will note how often they record their debt to Forbes, Wills ·and 
Hinchliff ; technical analysis of the craft only begins when the con
templative aspect has taken its place equally with the spirit of adventure. 
Ski-ing has had little similar guidance in its growth ; fr6m the 
beginning, inevitably, the mechanics of ski-ing took foremost place, 
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and only in later years did other aspects find expression.. Readers of · 
this book will find that Mr. Lunn is only too conscious how the zeal of 
competition has. obscu.red the wider outlook. There inust' be some 
among his friends who can illuminate the true spirit of ski-ing in 
literature.. Mr. Lunn .has pointed the way for them. · 

• 
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Akademischer Alpenclub, Bern. 37· Jahresbericht, vom. 1. November 
i941 his 31. Oktober 1942. Si X S·k :· pp. 31. : illustr-ations.. ·1942 

Alpine Club of Canada, Banff. Constitution ·and List of Members. · 6! X 41- : 
pp. 26.. ' ' 1943 

American Alpine Club, New York, U.S~A. The American Alpine Journal, 
vol. v, . No. 1. 9 X 6 : pp. 162 : illustrations. . · 1943 

Appalachian Mo,Jntain 'Club, Boston, . U.S.A. Appalachia, N .S. ·vol ix, 
· 'No. 7 (No. 95). 9! X 5! : pp. 291-432 : illustrations. · June 1943 

· , · ,; u . , Register for 1943, P~rt 2 ·. 7! X 5 : 
pp. 146. 1943 

Cairngorm Club, Abe·rdeen.· Journal. Vol. xv, No. 83. 8.£ X5-i: PP~ 197-
250 : portraits, panoramas, illustration. 1942-1943 

Club Andino 'Bariloche. Memoria 1942, Undecimo Ejercicio. 8! X 5 ·i : 
pp. 11.5 : illustrations. · 1942 : 

Fell and Rock Climbing Club of the English Lake Disttict. . Journal. 
Vol. xii1~ No .. 37 (No. iii). 8! X 51 : pp. 25:3-327 : illustrations, coloured 
plate. .1943 

New Zealand Alpine Club, Dunedin. VoL x, No. 30. 8! x st ; pp. 108 : 
illustrations, panorama, portraits. · June 1943 

Scottish Mountaining Club, Edinburgh. Journal. VoL ·23, No. 134. 
8! X5i: pp. 53-116, vi: illustrations, panorama. . April 1943 

S.A.e. Sektion Basel. · Jahres_bericht (So Verein&jahr). 9 X 6 : .. pp. 86! 
portraits. • 1942 

• 

Books and Articles 
. 

Airey, Alan F. Irish Hill Days. 6! X4!-: pp. 47· One-inch Ordnance 
Survey Map. Open Air Publications Ltd., Manchestert 1937· . 

Presented by the Author 
Lunn, ArnQld.- Mountain Jubilee. 8! X Si : pp. ix, 304 : .illustrations. 

·· Eyre & Spottis.woode, ·London, 1943· I$S. . 
Odell, N. E. The So-called 'Axial Granite Core' of the Himalaya : its 

Actual Exposure in Relation to its Sedimentary Cover. Reprinted from the 
Geological Magazine, Vol. lxxx~ N-o. -4· July...:..August 1943·-

. 8! X 5!: pp. 148-154: bibliography. 
Palmer, Howard. Early Explorations in British Columbia for The Canadiart 

Pacific Railway. Reprinted from The Bulletin of the Geographical Society 
of Philadelphia, Vol. xvi, No. 3, 9! X 6-f: P..P· 17 : illustrations, map. . 

. · _ July 1918 
, , . Observations on the Freshfield Glacier, C,anadian Rockies. 

From the Joum~ of Geology, Vol. xxxii, No. 5· 9! X6i: pp. 432.-41: 
ilh,1strations, map. . July-August 1924 

Poucher, W. A. Snowdon Holiday. IOf X7t: pp. 127: 76 photographs 
by the Author~ Chapman & HaU ·Ltd., London, 1943· 18s. net. 
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